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JP2 & JP3 are normally shorted on the PCB - the footprint consists of an (unpopulated) 2 pin SMT header and a solder-bridging structure. Most users can leave these jumpers as-is.

Certain booster packs may require that the position is opened - these are booster packs that would otherwise supply power to the launchpad through these pins. Providing +3V3 to the launchpad is a problem because there would be a conflict with the launchpad's on-board LM26420 regulator. Providing +5V to the launchpad through the booster pack could be ok, but the barrel jack is preferred as it is protected with a PTC. Also be careful to avoid back powering the USB connection if you do this.

In some cases you may find the need to make/break the connections JP2,JP3 frequently. If you do, then you can remove the solder bridge and mount a 2 pin SMT header on the footprint location which can then be opened/closed by using a Jumper or Shunt.

Headers/Receptacles may be ordered from http://launchpad.mlelectronics.com/
NOTES:

---------

JP4 & JP5 are normally shorted on the PCB - the footprint consists of an (unpopulated) 2 pin SMT header and a solder-bridging structure. Most users can leave these jumpers as-is.

Certain booster packs may require that the position is opened - these are booster packs that would otherwise supply power to the launchpad through these pins. Providing +3V3 to the launchpad is a problem because there would be a conflict with the launchpad's on-board LM26420 regulator. Providing +5V to the launchpad through the booster pack could be ok, but the barrel jack is preferred as it is protected with a PTC. Also be careful to avoid back powering the USB connection if you do this.

In some cases you may find the need to make/break the connections JP4, JP5 frequently. If you do, then you can remove the solder bridge and mount a 2 pin SMT header on the footprint location which can then be opened/closed by using a Jumper or Shunt.

Headers/Receptacles may be ordered from http://launchpad.mlelectronics.com/
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**PHYS ADDRESS**

**PHYADDR[4:0] = 00001b**

MCU & PHY Pulls Match

PHYAD0 (COL) = PU

PHYAD1 (RXDD) = PD

PHYAD2 (RXD2) = PD

PHYAD3 (RXD3) = PD
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